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The Adult Infant Identity 
(This article is a chapter from the book, The Fulltime, Permanent, Adult Infant, by 

Maggie Joyce – available at www.abdiscovery.com.au) 

 

Regression is like a boomerang. The regression throws you way back in time and 
leaves you there for a while, but then, the boomerang returns and you are once again, an 
adult. This is a common experience for Adult Babies who will understand this analogy 
perfectly. You are adult; you then regress to baby or toddler and then go back to being 
an adult once more. 

But what if the boomerang gets intercepted? What if the return to adulthood is 
not automatic or relatively quick? What if the regressed state remains? 

I’ve seen this and some of you will have as well. Some of the explanations are 
obvious. For most adult babies, the regressed infant state is exceedingly enjoyable and 
so once the drive/need has been sated, they want to stay there and enjoy it a little 
longer. Both understandable and rather obvious to an observer. 

But what if regression is not the only factor in play here? 

There has been some discussion online about the nature of Adult Babies, be it a 
fetish, roleplay, regression or whatever. These ‘discussions’ can be a bit tiresome at 
times with everyone speaking largely from their own experience. It reminds me of the 
six blind men describing an elephant by touch. None of them are completely wrong, but 
none of them are completely right either. I would highly recommend Dylan Lewis’ 
discussion and multiple books on the Adult Baby Identity for a bit of perspective on this 
debate. 

However, for now, I would like to introduce the concept of the Adult Infant 
Identity. 

Adult Babies will regress to a level of infancy, spend time there and return back 
to their proper identity as adults. We understand this to be natural and fairly simple. 
(Well, it is actually neither simple nor natural, but in this context… it is!) The best way 
to understand this is by using the model of Sub-Identities. At www.abdiscovery.com.au  
there is an article on the Identity Conflicts of the Adult Baby which details much of 
what I will be discussing from here on. If you are unfamiliar with the concept of sub-
identities. I recommend reading that article first of all. When I first read it some years 
back, it clicked with me as it made sense trying to work out by AB husband, Melissa’s 
internal ‘structure’. 

Adult Babies can have the sub-identity of a baby, an identity that is only partially 
formed and exists in subservience to the primary identity of the adult. You might want 
to reread that last sentence to understand what was written. 

The identity of most adult babies is that they are primarily adult, but 
with a valid, and often substantial, infant sub-identity that affects 
behaviour, drives and emotions. 
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Confusing? It certainly is and I will just discuss how it applies here to this 
discussion. As Adult Babies get older, the infant sub-identity grows in strength and in its 
attributes. It strengthens some attributes and adds others altogether.  

The definition of an (infant) sub-identity is that it is incapable of 
existing in its own right and needs to appropriate aspects of the (adult) 
primary identity to function. It is similar to the coding concept of 
‘inheritance’.  

When the adult baby regresses to the pseudo-infant state, the sub-identity is 
either in control or sharing control and at the same time, is appropriating the adult 
identity’s attributes to accommodate the ones that are missing. 

This is why a deeply regressed adult baby may crawl but understand high-level 
English. This is why they might be easily scared by the dark or loud noises but can 
operate a TV to watch children’s shows. They may be emotionally childish but exhibit 
other fully adult behaviours. The infant sub-identity is ‘incompetent’ in that it lacks the 
capacity to act on its own and has to appropriate features and capacities from the 
primary (ie adult) identity. 

As we get older, the infant sub-identity may grow in power and capability. I say 
may, because the evidence seems to suggest that for most people, the infant identity 
reaches a basic level and plateaus there. But for some, however, the infant identity 
continues to grow and appropriate more and more capability and strength. This makes 
the regressed experience more substantial, more detailed and often, a lot longer in 
duration. 

Most adult babies are held back from expressing their infancy by physical 
circumstances. A caregiver is usually required to do regression justice and there needs 
to be the physical environment to be the baby they want to be. When this is however 
possible and for a longer-term, the AB will regress more and more until they reach their 
personal boundary – the place where their experience matches the needs of their 
regressive drive. For the vast majority, this is achievable and leaves the AB satisfied and 
finally, at peace. Sadly, this is all too rare. The point though is that an equilibrium of 
sorts is achieved. The baby inside gets the chance to be the baby outside and a degree of 
peace, however temporary, is achieved.  

And this is where we get to the complex part. 

 

What if the baby sub-identity becomes actually capable of independent expression? 
What if the infant identity can become openly visible and able to exist on its own? 

 

I think you can see where I am going with this. The usually frail and inadequate 
infant sub-identity can, over time, develop enough capability to exist on its own, without 
the adult primary identity for significant amounts of time – days or weeks even. The 
infant identity does not need to be perfectly complete or totally self-sufficient. It simply 
has to have enough capacity that it only needs a little of the adult identity to exist and 
thrive for substantial lengths of time. This is the essence of the Temporary version of 
FPAI (Fulltime, Permanent, Adult Infant). I used the word ‘can’ with purpose. While this 
scenario can develop, it usually does not. The AB finds equilibrium and seeks no further 
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depth of infant experience but simply to repeat what it has already discovered and 
achieved. 

If the infant identity does, however, reach that point of power and sufficiency, the 
adult baby has the ability to regress to infancy, and the now-substantial infant identity 
can keep them there for a relatively long time.  

The adult infant identity has effectively intercepted the boomerang of traditional 
regression. The adult is now existing in a temporary, but substantial, infant state. 

So, did you get all that? 

For the vast majority of adult babies, none of this occurs.  

The regressive drive is strong, but not overpowering. The depth of regression 
may be deep, but it is very temporary. The need is met and the regression retreats as a 
consequence.  

But arguably, every adult baby is in possession of an initially very weak infant 
sub-identity. It was probably formed as part of the original trauma or incident that 
began all of this in the first place. Over time, that identity will naturally get stronger and 
more capable. Adult Babies routinely say that their AB drive does not get weaker, but 
instead grows stronger as the years progress. But again, for the vast majority, that 
stronger infant sub-identity still remains relatively weak and lacking in many attributes. 
And importantly, it does not gain the power to exist on its own. 

But for some, this is not what happens. 

The infant sub-identity may be stronger than for most and it may grow more 
powerful than others and over time, it becomes a genuine part-time or temporary 
alternative to the adult primary identity. 

The Fulltime Temporary Adult Infant (FTAI) arises out of this circumstance. The 
adult baby regresses to infancy and the infant sub-identity arises and while not exactly 
taking control, it assumes primacy in behaviour and emotions and desires. For a period 
in time, the adult has become an infant and it all looks very real to an observer. 

Because it is real. 

Or at least, real enough. 

The adult identity is still there and providing the infant sub-identity with the 
various attributes it still lacks. It may provide language, cognition and motor skills while 
emotions, (in)continence, food and play preferences comes from the sub-identity. The 
partner of the FTAI may now be thought of more as a parent rather than as a partner. 
There may be cognitive awareness that this is not strictly correct, but not enough to 
make an actual difference. 

The FTAI can stay in this state for an extended period of time, dictated by the 
strength of the sub-identity or the circumstances around them. Personal choice is still 
possible. An FTAI is still capable of reasserting adult control, although this may not be 
easy or quick. But the main point is that the adult identity is still primary and while it 
may be assailed by the infant identity for supremacy, it will overcome. 

My next point is probably obvious.  
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What happens if the sub-identity becomes as capable and substantive as the adult 
identity?  

This is where we begin to discuss the nature of the Fulltime Permanent Adult 
Infant. 

It would be simplistic to describe FTAI as simply a lighter version of FPAI. It isn’t 
exactly wrong, but it is still very simplistic. 

The T means temporary and it is so because the war between the infant sub-
identity and the adult prime identity is uneven. The adult always wins the war. The 
infant will win a battle for a time, but the adult wins the war. 

For most, this is as far as it goes. The adult identity is of course, extremely 
powerful and the infant identity is typically quite weak and the battles are short and 
decisive. But as we get older, the infant identity grows in power and capability and is 
able to challenge the adult for primacy, albeit failing every time. The other aspect to be 
taken notice of is willpower. Fighting a strong regressive urge can be tiring and at times 
exhausting. Giving in to the infant sub-identity sometimes takes place simply because 
we don’t want to fight anymore. We give in. The infant arises because the adult has 
surrendered, if only temporarily. 

But for a very few ABs - like my baby, Melissa - that is not the end of the story. 
Melissa developed a great number of infantile actions, emotions, behaviours and 
cognitive attributes. It took decades to grow, but her infant sub-identity grew very 
powerfully and similar to FTAIs, was able to take control often and for long periods. But 
it continued to grow until we reached a point where the adult and the infant were 
equally matched. This is almost unprecedented, which is why the FPAI is so rare. But in 
the battle of two well-matched identities, it boiled down to choice. 

Melissa chose to be an infant.  

It is a decision that would be easy to mock or criticise, but after decades of 
fighting battles, she simply surrendered. She effectively decided to become a full-time, 
permanent adult infant.  

I am not saying that the final stage is nothing more than one of choice because it 
isn’t that way for at all. I am also convinced that Melissa’s choice simply pre-empted full 
infancy anyhow. We both knew what was coming and we merely skipped over the last 
few brief steps. 

Melissa’s primary identity is now that of an infant, not an adult. Her sub-identity 
is that of an adult. It is a very powerful identity and it still exerts itself, but it is second in 
the hierarchy. Melissa is not an adult baby anymore. She is a functional infant that can 
occasionally call upon some adult attributes if needed or required. 

The difference internally between FTAI and FPAI may be substantial and 
significant, but outwardly, the only difference is in permanence.  

Full infancy is the state where Melissa’s infant primary identity rules everything 
and is ironically not dissimilar to the non-regressed state of adult babies. She is exactly 
who she is – a baby. Basic Infancy is where the adult sub-identity is accessible and 
strongly affects some of her behaviours and emotions. Not a lot, but they are there and 
once again, ironically more akin to the lightly regressed adult baby state. 
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Melissa spends more time in full infancy than basic infancy, but that varies 
according to the individual. Ultimately, she is an infant all the time and will never be an 
adult again. 

It is indeed ironic that regression has symbolically switched around. She is 
naturally an infant who occasionally demonstrates some ‘regressed’ adult behaviours. 
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